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This paper presents an experimental and theoretical study of the thermal-runaway instability induced 
by localized microwaves in basalt stones. This effect leads to the inner melting of the basalt core, and 
further to its eruption similarly to a volcanic burst. The experiments are conducted in a single-mode 
cavity at 2.45 GHz, 0.9 kW. The microwave-induced miniature volcano exhibits hotspots, bursts and 
eruption of lava, and solidification of lava flows to volcanic glass (obsidian), similarly to real 
volcanic phenomena. The numerical simulation, taking into account the temperature dependence of 
the basalt properties, is compared to the experimental measurements. The results may lead to the 
development of new means for mining and construction in basalt, as well as for demonstrating 
volcanic phenomena in laboratories, schools and museums. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Basalts, the most common volcanic rocks on earth, appear in nature in a range of physical and 
chemical properties, and a variety of outer shapes [1]. Mining and construction operations in basalt 
are of a great interest, hence the development of new tools such as the microwave drill [2] may 
advance the effectiveness of these operations in several scenarios. In another aspect, volcanoes and 
related geophysical phenomena have a great environmental importance. These are studied mainly by 
field observations and measurements, and by theoretical models and numerical studies, hence 
laboratory simulations may contribute to these scientific efforts.  

Microwave-heating techniques used in industrial and domestic applications have a unique 
feature of inner-body heating. Unlike convective heating, the microwave energy is transmitted 
electromagnetically into the body, and is converted to heat inside. A hotspot effect (undesired in most 
other microwave applications) may evolve due to the thermal-runaway instability [3].  

Basalt microwave-heating experiments were presented in various aspects. Melting of basalts in 
a microwave cavity was introduced in 2004 [4]. More recently, microwave heating of basalt at lower 
temperatures was studied in various conditions in [5]. The formation of cracks due to temperature 
gradients and thermal stresses was analyzed by a thermo-mechanical model [6]. Larger basalt stones, 
of ~400 cm3, were heated by microwaves to ~500C in their core [7].  

Here we study basalt melting and demonstrate volcano-like effects in a ~3-cm scale, as in [4]. 
This laboratory setup, regarded as a microwave-induced miniature-volcano demonstrator, exhibits 
hotspots, volcanic-like bursts and eruptions, solidification of lava flows to black glass, etc., similarly 
to real volcanic phenomena. The numerical model [8], in agreement with the experimental results, 
reveals the thermal-runaway instability at the initial melting as the main cause for the heat 
concentration in the core of the basalt stone, and as the generator of the various volcanic-like effects 
observed in this experiment. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Dry basalts are electrical insulators at room temperature, but their resistivity decreases exponentially 
as the temperature grows. Near melting temperatures (~1,085C) they become electrical conductors. 
The thermal conductivity of basalt decreases as the temperature increases (unlike volcanic glass which 
has a minimum at ~700C). These properties [9-13], listed in Table 1 make the basalt a good 
candidate for microwave-heating in a thermal-runaway process, as performed in this experiment in 
order to create a hotspot in the core of such stone.    
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The experimental setup includes a cavity (made of a WR-340 waveguide) fed by a 2.45 GHz, 
0.9 kW magnetron as shown in Fig. 1. A basalt stone, either in its natural form or cut as a cubic brick 
of 3 cm length, is placed inside the cavity in an optimized position. The visual observation of the 
heating is enabled by the microwave-cutoff vanes along the waveguide as established by video and 
thermal camera (FLIR-SC300). The incident and reflected waves are recorded by an impedance 
analyzer (Homer, S-Team Ltd.). An optical spectrometer (Avantes, Avaspec-3648) in the 200-1000 
nm range with 0.3 nm spectral resolution is used to capture the emitted light from the lava eruption.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. The experimental setup for basalt melting with a 3-cm cubic brick molten inside. 

 
The heating process is modelled by solving the coupled electromagnetic-thermal equations [8] 

in the 3D domain, using COMSOL Multiphysics software and database. The basalt thermal and EM 
properties, in particular the dielectric permittivity and electrical conductivity, are imported to the 
model with their temperature dependence as in Table 1. The waveguide walls are modelled as perfect 
conductors in the boundary conditions for the EM equations. The heat generated within the cubical 
basalt stone is transferred to the environment by blackbody radiation, by air convection to the 
surrounding atmosphere, and by heat transfer to the cavity floor at room temperature. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The microwave radiation heats the basalt brick up to its melting temperature. The consequent eruption 
of lava which originates from the cube's core outwards is clearly observed in Figs. 2a,b and Figs. 2c,d, 
for  a cubic brick and a natural stone, respectively. The thermal images in Figs. 2b and 2d show the 
molten lava flow from the core outwards in both cases.  

(a)                                  (b)                                                       (c)                                      (d) 

             
Figure 2. Stills and thermal images of a basalt brick (a, b) and a natural stone (c, d) molten inside. The images 
after (a) and during (c) the irradiation show the lava flow and its solidification to a black glass (obsidian). The 

thermal images (b, d) show the lava eruption from the inside out through cracks created due to the heating. 
 

The surface temperature which evolves on the outer brick face is capture by the thermal camera, 
and compared to the theoretical model as presented in Figs. 3a, b. Figure 3a shows the temperature 
evolution accumulated in 5 runs in the same experimental conditions compared to theory.  The inset 
shows a colour map of the spatial temperature measured by the thermal camera. The spatial 
temperature profile evolution is presented in Fig. 3b as measured along the height dimension of the 
face, and compared to the numerical simulation in various times  ( 0.5, 1, 2 8 mint   ). A reasonable 
agreement is noticed between experiments and theory.   
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Table 1. Temperature-dependent basalt's properties [9-13] used in the numerical simulation. The melting 

temperature is 1358 K
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Figure 3. Temporal (a) and spatial (b) temperature evolution on the cubic brick surface, in a comparison of 

experimental (solid line) and theoretical (dashed line) results. 
 
 The optical spectrum of the emitted light from the molten basalt, presented in Fig. 4a, 
provides an additional means to estimate the surface temperature (note that Wien's displacement law 
is not applicable in this range). Plank's law is used for this purpose in the form 5ln( ) A hc kTI     

where  , h, c, and k are the optical wavelength, the Plank's constant, the speed of light, and the 
Boltzmann constant, respectively, and the relative value of A varies with the intensity of the light 
emitted. The intensity fit shown in Fig. 4a yields 1,399 K, slightly higher than the melting temperature, 
with R2=0.9997. The microwave reflection coefficient measured in 5 typical runs is shown in Fig. 4b 
in a comparison with the theoretical simulation result. The sudden drop of the microwave reflection, 
from ~0.8 to ~0.4, coincides with the thermal-runaway instability and the initial melting effect (note 
the simulated core temperature in Fig. 4b). The former variation of the reflection from ~0.5 to ~0.8, 
which is not seen in the simulation, might be a result of humidity within the basalt that evaporates 
during the initial heating stage. 
 

 
CONCLUSIONS  
The feasibility of basalt melting by localized microwaves is demonstrated here, following [1, 4]. The 
thermal-runaway instability seems most significant at the initial melting moment, associated with a 
relatively large drop in the microwave reflection as observed in Fig. 4b. This effect is attributed to the 
(almost two orders of magnitude) difference between the effective electrical conductivity of basalts in 
solid and liquid (lava) states. This transition leads to the sudden rise in the core temperature, due to 

(a) (b)
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the thermal-runaway instability in the "seed" location (where the initial phase transition occurs). This 
may explain the significant difference in temperatures between the inner core of the stone and its 
outer surface. This temperature gradient might lead to thermal stresses which eventually lead to crack 
formation, as observed. A further investigation of this effect requires a specific equation of state for 
basalt. Yet, a good agreement is noted between the experimental and theoretical results. This 
agreement validates both the numerical model and the basalt's temperature-dependent properties used. 
 
 

 

Figure 4. (a) The optical spectrum emitted from molten basalt and its blackbody radiation fit, yielding 1,399 K. 
(b) The reflection coefficient, measured and simulated, during the heating, and the simulated core temperature. 

 
 The ability to melt basalts by localized microwaves, such as provided by the microwave drill 
[2], can be utilized in a variety of practical applications, e.g. in construction, drilling, joining, mining 
and fracturing operations. In addition, the resemblance to volcanic effects demonstrated by the   
microwave setup may facilitate means for new scientific experiments, laboratory simulations, and 
educational demonstrations of volcanic effects and related geophysical phenomena.   
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